
Min�'� Caf� Men�
1918 L St Bakersfield, CA 93301-4515, United States

(+1)6613234914 - http://www.facebook.com/MingsCafeRestaurant

A complete menu of Ming's Cafe from Bakersfield covering all 20 courses and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Ming's Cafe:
the ming’s cafe offers a completely different culinary experience from a typical restaurant. the owners are some

of the friendly restaurant owners I have ever met. the food was delicious and I felt more than a hospitable in
someone home than a restaurant. everything is very good, but the pork is particularly delicious. read more. The

restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological
disabilities. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at
the Ming's Cafe from Bakersfield, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of traditional meets the
adventurous world of fusion cuisine, On the menu there are also several Asian meals. We offer not only sweet

pieces, cakes and simple snacks, but also cold and hot drinks, Likewise, the guests of the establishment prefer
the large variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides.
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P�z�
FUSION

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Soup
WONTON SOUP

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Chef specialtie�
CHIMICHANGA

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

SWEET AND SOUR PORK

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
PORK MEAT

PEAS

BROCCOLI

ONION

EGG

PAPRIKA

VEGETABLES

CHICKEN
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